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 But what's unique is that you can add your own sounds to any video and it will loop endlessly. This is the all new Coub for iOS. Timelines and Trends: The best social network for anyone to share your lives and your thoughts. You can send text messages, make calls, send pictures, edit documents, create groups and much more. Whether you use it as your social network or to keep your diary, create
your own timeline, share your favourite links or add your daily thought to a public page, the possibilities are endless! Faces: Also at the top of our list is Faces, a unique app with top of the range technology that scans the faces of the world’s most famous personalities, and allows you to look into their faces. Imagine being able to look into the face of one of your heroes – is this the future? Google

Fusion: Another good app from Google is called Fusion. It is Google's new browser that, from one screen, allows you to read, write and take notes in a world of word and web based document creations. Yes, there are many more apps like this, and many more have great potential. It's not easy to find out about apps in the App store that are interesting, but a quick Google or similar search should find
many.Share Pin 0 Shares Hello There, just wanted to give you a quick heads up. The words in your post seem to be running off the screen in Firefox. I’m not sure if this is a format issue or something to do with browser compatibility but I thought I’d post to let you know. The post The Stand-Up Diaries Of The Stand-Up Man appeared first on Adventure Travel Planning. Like this: Like

Loading...Firefighter charged in girl’s death was found passed out on work calls By Sam Farmer and Josh Funk • May 2, 2013 A 30-year-old Gloversville firefighter who was charged with criminally negligent homicide for allegedly leaving his 2-year-old daughter unsupervised in a closet while he was performing a fire call was later found passed out on a call, according to the Fulton County District
Attorney’s Office. Frank Petrone, of New York State Route 527, was charged with criminally negligent homicide in the July 1 death of his daughter, who was found unconscious in the closet of his home in the 300 block of Second Street, Fulton County 82157476af
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